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Can't afford neutering?
Spay and Save can help
Low-income pet owners are urged to help reduce
overflows at Portland shelters, particularly for cats

A

coalition oflocal animal
.
addressed, well, ASAP.
. shelters hopes that Portland pet
"We did a fair bit of analysis of the
owners will do themselves and
animals that weren't making it, and the
their communities a favor and
first thing we noticed is 80 percent of
have their pets (especially cats) spayed or
animals that were euthanized were cats,"
neutered.'
says Joyce Briggs, a volunteer leader with
The Animal Shelter Alliance of \
ASAPand president of the Alliance for
Portland, comprising local
Contraception in Cats & Dogs
animal welfare organizations
(a founding member of the
and the veterinary community
ASAP coalition).
and formed in 2006, started a
The group looked at
low-cost spaying and neutering
where the cats in the shelters
program last February that
came from geographically,
encourages people to spay
specifically the ones being
and neuter their cats. ASAP
euthanized, and found that
wants to decrease the severe
MON.QUE BALAS
15 ZIP codes accounted for 5"1
cat overpopulation in area
PET TAL K
percent of those cats.
shelters and avoid unnecessary
"It was clear that the
euthanasia.
Portland area community
The Spay and Save program was
was very progressive in many ways, but
launched in time for Spay Day, a national
had one big missing piece of the puzzle:
campaign founded by the Doris Day
an affordable spay Ineuter program
Animal League in 1995 to bring attention
specifically targeted to people most
to the nationwide pet overpopulation
challenged financially," Briggs says ..
problem. The day is recognized on the
The coalition found that the average
lastTuesday of February" which is Feb. 22
cost of the surgery is about $129 for
this year. .
neutering and about $218 for spaying.
"We're trying to solve all the problems
That's why it came up with Spay and
and overcome the barriers that might
Save, which offers $~O spaying and
contribute to the problem," says Mike
neuteringfor low-income pet owners
Oswald, director of Multnomah County
who receive government assistance. The
Animal Services. ,
.
program is available only to people in
The group has a variety of other goals,
the communities ASAPserves: Clark,
but it determined the cat overpopulation
Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington
problem wat ~ priority that needed to be
Please see PETS. Page C3
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For local pet news and past
!4;.~ go
tooregonlive.com/pets
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